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Abstract: Intensive production landscapes provide low levels of many ecosystem services and sup-
port limited biodiversity, so they require restoration to enhance their multifunctionality. International
guidelines suggest that restoration should aim to establish natural woody vegetation cover across
30% of landscapes. Such restoration may be implemented in varied spatial configurations and
complemented by additional land use changes from intensive to extensive semi-natural pastoral
grasslands. To restore multifunctional landscapes, we need to understand the impacts of restoration
spatial configuration and complementary grassland extensification, both in isolation and in combi-
nation. We used a virtual landscape simulation to systematically analyse the impacts of alternative
restoration strategies on the provision of nine indicators of ecosystem services and biodiversity, and
the overall multifunctionality of the landscapes. All restored landscapes achieved improvements
in the performance of individual ecosystem services and multifunctionality compared to the base-
line. The benefits of a given restored natural vegetation effort were increased by adding extensive
grassland and modifying the spatial configuration of restoration. Randomly distributed patterns of
restoration provided higher multifunctionality than restoration adjacent to existing natural areas or
as large land blocks. The virtual landscape approach allowed systematic exploration of alternative
restoration strategies, providing a mechanistic understanding that will inform restoration tailored to
local priorities and conditions.

Keywords: restoration; protected area; extensive grassland; conservation targets; landscape design;
landscape management; New Zealand

1. Introduction

Intensive production landscapes have only a small fraction of their original native
ecosystems remaining, with natural forests, scrub, and grassland replaced by crops and
intensive pastures [1–3]. As a result, these landscapes provide little support for biodi-
versity and suffer reduced provision of critical ecosystem services upon which human
well-being relies [4–6]. The current unsustainable situation across many intensive produc-
tion landscapes will worsen with future climate challenges, requiring substantial changes
in landscape design to ensure that future landscapes will be “climate-smart” [7,8]. To
ensure that production landscapes adapt to the pressures of climate change in the future,
we must restore some natural and semi-natural ecosystem cover within them to enhance
their ecosystem service multifunctionality [9–11].

Restoring natural woody ecosystems is a prevalent target in policy and for land owners
because it can improve ecosystem service functionality in production landscapes, benefit-
ting multiple objectives, including global climate regulation, water regulation, microclimate
regulation, long-term soil fertility, landscape aesthetics, and biodiversity [12–15]. Previous
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research has set targets for the ideal quantity of natural woody ecosystem cover that we
need within certain landscapes; for example, it has been recommended that landscapes
include at least 40% forest cover to support biodiversity [16] and at least 20% natural habitat
cover in agricultural landscapes to ensure satisfactory outcomes for biodiversity, ecosystem
services, and food security [6,17]. In Australian production landscapes, a target of 30%
natural woody cover has been proposed [18]. Targets for natural vegetation cover have
been incorporated into formal policies and legislation; for example, the EU Biodiversity
Strategy for 2030 has proposed an overall target to protect at least 30% of land cover for
biodiversity [19], and India’s National Forest Policy targets national forest cover of at
least 33% [20]. Despite some consensus that the percentage of natural woody vegetation
cover required to deliver multifunctional production landscapes probably lies between
20% and 40%, there is little agreement about how restored vegetation should be arranged
spatially—although one study recommended that 10% of the landscape area should be
made up of large forest patches [16]. The spatial configuration of landscape elements is
critical in impacting the provision of some ecosystem services [21–24] and can, therefore,
be expected to impact landscape multifunctionality [25,26].

Woody vegetation restoration can be supplemented by the additional establishment
of extensive grasslands (typically including a combination of domesticated and native
plant species). Extensive grasslands are an intermediary land use that simultaneously
provides agricultural production alongside some regulating and cultural services [3,9]. For
Australian biodiversity objectives, it has been recommended that 20% of the landscape
area should be allocated for low-intensity production, in addition to the woody vegetation
targets [18]. However, little research has focused on the complementary benefits of restoring
extensive grassland cover alongside woody vegetation.

While there are almost infinite possible spatial configurations for implementing restora-
tion across a landscape, the available options are constrained by biophysical land suitability,
as well as technical, economic, social, and institutional factors [27,28]. In this article, we
compare three spatial patterns of restoration that have occurred or been proposed in
real-world situations: (1) restoration at random locations, (2) restoration contiguous to
existing natural areas, and (3) restoration in large blocks. If restoration is implemented
without spatial planning or develops opportunistically as land parcels become available,
we might expect to see a random or quasi-random pattern of restored ecosystems across a
landscape [29,30]. Alternatively, restored areas may be planned to be adjacent or close to
existing fragments of remnant natural vegetation to enlarge the size of these vegetation
patches. This strategy may provide buffer regions that protect sensitive species populations
or reduce human–wildlife conflicts [31] or be desired if the restoration scheme aims to
increase the species richness of taxa that exhibit a positive species–area relationship [32] or
to conserve species requiring habitat patches of a certain size [33,34]. Finally, landscape
restoration could be planned to allocate large contiguous blocks of land for restoration
through a “land-sparing” approach [35]. Land-sparing may enhance biodiversity outcomes
due to larger habitat patch sizes [32] and support greater ecosystem service provision than
alternative “land-sharing” approaches [36,37]. Furthermore, restoration of large blocks
may be likely in some human societies—for example, in cases where a single owner of a
large contiguous area retires, emigrates, or covenants land for conservation, thus providing
an opportunity to restore a large area [38]. Alternatively, separate landowners that are geo-
graphically co-located may make similar decisions towards restoration, either through the
organic transfer of information and ideas through social networks or formal partnerships
arranged by conservation organisations [39–41].

Simulation modelling can assess alternative restoration scenarios for a given landscape
by comparing the performance of alternative restoration coverage and configuration op-
tions [42–44]. This place-based approach is an important step in knowledge development,
but local specificities and constraints may limit the range of options that are considered
and the generalisation of the findings. Case study syntheses are essential for generalisa-
tion [45–47] but are limited by available situations and observations. To establish a more
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general understanding, virtual experiments using hypothetical landscapes are increasingly
used to explore interactions between landscape characteristics and the provision of multi-
ple ecosystem services [26,48–51]. Virtual landscape experiments can provide systematic
understanding through a quasi-experimental approach that overcomes local specificities
and constraints, allows replication, and can allow testing of a broader range of possibili-
ties [26,51]. Virtual landscape experiments have not yet been applied to analyse how the
configuration of woody vegetation and extensive grassland restoration interact to impact
restoration outcomes at landscape scales [26,48–51].

Here, we apply a virtual landscape modelling approach to quantify the impacts of
the spatial configuration of restoration, as well as complementary extensive grassland
restoration in modifying the effects of woody vegetation restoration. We hypothesised that
the area of the woody vegetation restored would have the greatest impact on individual
indicator outcomes and multifunctionality. We hypothesised that the restoration of exten-
sive grassland would deliver further benefits and that the restoration area effects would be
significantly modified by the spatial configuration of the restoration.

2. Materials and Methods

We designed a virtual experiment with three variables describing the restoration strat-
egy (Figure 1). First, we considered two levels of effort for woody vegetation restoration at
10% and 20% of the total landscape area. The 20% woody restoration level achieves the
recommendation of providing a total of 30% woody vegetation cover, with the 10% restora-
tion level providing a less ambitious comparison. This lower level of restoration effort
may nonetheless achieve some benefits while requiring less agricultural production to be
lost. To test the added value of incorporating some complementary restoration of extensive
grasslands, we compared two treatments combined with each woody restoration level:
no extensive grassland restoration and extensive grassland restoration of an additional
third of the natural vegetation area. Finally, to test the influence of spatial configuration of
restoration design, we compared three spatial strategies: random spatial locations, targeting
restoration contiguous to existing natural woody or extensive grassland vegetation, and
restoration in large blocks. These three factors were compared in a factorial design and
analysed for their performance across nine ecosystem service and biodiversity indicators,
as well as emergent indicators of multifunctionality.

2.1. Virtual Landscape Creation

Virtual landscapes were generated by sequentially creating topographies, river net-
works, land parcels, and vegetation covers to create realistic but hypothetical maps for
common livestock production landscapes [26,52]. The virtual landscapes were created in
Python using the NumPy [53], SciPy [54], scikit-image [55], NLMpy [56], GDAL [57], and
RichDEM [58] packages. Each stage in the virtual landscape creation process is outlined in
the following sub-sections. We created 50 different baseline topographies.

2.1.1. Topography

Each virtual landscape had dimensions of 2000 × 2000 cells with 25 m grain and,
therefore, 50 × 50 km extent. The topography of each landscape was generated using
a Perlin noise-neutral landscape model [52] parameterised to produce hilly landscape
features (periods = 10, octaves = 5, persistence = 0.4) that were rescaled to range from 100
to 800 m. An overall fixed slope with an elevation range of between 0 and 100 m was
added to ensure that water would flow consistently out of the landscape. River channels
draining areas of at least 3.75 km2 were identified using flow accumulation analysis of the
topographic layer [58].
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Figure 1. Example of the creation of (a) one virtual intensive landscape and an associated 12 
restoration scenarios (b:d). Twelve restored landscape realisations were generated that factorially 
combined four restoration land cover percentages with three spatial restoration strategies: (b) 
random, (c) contiguous, and (d) block configuration. Individual land parcels resulting from the 
binary space portioning are shown, as well as their higher-level grouping, which formed the basis 
of the block restoration strategy. NatLow = natural restoration low with no extensive grassland; 
NatHigh = natural restoration high with no extensive grassland; NatExtLow = natural restoration 
low with additional extensive grassland target; NatExtHigh = natural restoration high with 
additional extensive grassland target. 
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Figure 1. Example of the creation of (a) one virtual intensive landscape and an associated
12 restoration scenarios (b:d). Twelve restored landscape realisations were generated that facto-
rially combined four restoration land cover percentages with three spatial restoration strategies:
(b) random, (c) contiguous, and (d) block configuration. Individual land parcels resulting from the
binary space portioning are shown, as well as their higher-level grouping, which formed the basis
of the block restoration strategy. NatLow = natural restoration low with no extensive grassland;
NatHigh = natural restoration high with no extensive grassland; NatExtLow = natural restoration low
with additional extensive grassland target; NatExtHigh = natural restoration high with additional
extensive grassland target.
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2.1.2. Baseline Landscapes

The starting point of our simulations was intensive livestock production landscapes
common throughout temperate regions of Western Europe, Eastern Australia, or New
Zealand, with predominant cover of intensive agriculture made mostly of intensive grass-
land with a small crop component. To produce initial land cover distributions for each
topography, binary space partitioning was used to divide the landscape into 2000 rectilinear
parcels. These parcels represent human decision-making units such as paddocks or fields.
The probability p of partitioning was based on elevation x using the logistic function

p = 1 − 1

1 + e−30( x
700−0.4)

to target partitioning and, hence, smaller parcels at lower elevations [52]. The human-
dominated land covers of crops/horticulture, intensive grass, and exotic forests were added
sequentially to parcels within the landscape [52]. For each land cover, the initial parcel
was randomly selected from among the smallest in size across the landscape (parcels with
binary space partition length = maximum). The land cover was then expanded by selecting
the nearest parcel of a similar size, and this process was repeated until each land cover class
had reached its specified maximum proportion of the landscape: crops/horticulture 6%,
intensive grass 54%, and forest plantation 10%. The (semi-)natural land covers of extensive
grass, natural scrub, and natural forest were assigned to the remainder of the landscape
based on a gradient formed by the slope of the topography. Extensive grass was assigned to
20% of the flattest parts of the landscape, natural forest was assigned to 5% of the steepest
parts of the landscape, and scrub was assigned to the remaining 5% of the landscape that
had intermediate slopes.

2.1.3. Restoration Scenarios

We conducted matched restoration experiments for each of the 50 baseline landscapes
by converting human-dominated land covers (crops/horticulture, intensive grass, and
forest plantation) into (semi-)natural land covers (extensive grass, natural scrub, and natural
forest). We generated 12 restoration realisations for each baseline by a factorial combination
of two restoration land cover targets, two extensive grassland targets, and three different
spatial restoration strategies (Table 1; Figure 1). We assume that the societal context of
the baseline landscapes has garnered sufficient support for restoration of some degree of
native woody vegetation cover and is willing to make the necessary trade-off with intensive
production. Variation in the restored land area was made up of two treatments representing
different levels of restoration effort, with the larger restored area treatment reaching the
hypothesised target of a total of 30% of natural woody vegetation cover [18]. Variation in
extensive grassland restoration was made up of two treatments representing the exclusion
or not of extensive grassland in restoration schemes. The inclusion of extensive grassland
in restoration has been proposed as an intermediary land use that provides a mid-point
between intensive and natural land cover [3,9]. When extensive grassland was included in
restoration schemes, the area of extensive grassland restored was one additional third of the
area of natural woody vegetation restored (Table 1). The restoration configuration variable
encompasses three treatments that represent the random, contiguous existing natural cover
and large block strategies outlined in the Introduction.

Random restoration selected human-dominated parcels at random until enough
parcels had been selected to meet the area target. Random restoration was designed
to provide an aspatial null model where restoration has no spatial planning. Contiguous
restoration was designed to mimic expansion of existing natural areas, as recommended
for increasing habitat patch size and connectivity [59]. Contiguous restoration randomly
selected human-dominated parcels adjacent to existing natural land covers until either
enough parcels had been selected or all parcels adjacent to existing natural land covers
had been selected. Block restoration was designed to mimic restoration in which entire
properties or administrative units were restored, reflecting potential public or private
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decisions for land conversion. Block restoration was concentrated into large contiguous
blocks of around 150 km2 by randomly selecting parcels within higher-level groupings of
parcels (binary space partition height = 4) until enough parcels had been selected. Once the
parcels for restoration had been selected, natural land covers of the appropriate proportions
were assigned by slope as per the initial land cover allocation.

Table 1. Percentages of the landscape restored for each natural land cover and total area restored
under four restoration scenarios representing factorial combinations of the natural woody vegetation
restored area and extensive grassland inclusion variables.

Treatment
Combination Name

Natural Woody
Restoration Low

Natural Woody
Restoration High

Natural Woody
Restoration with
Extensive Low

Natural Woody
Restoration with
Extensive High

Summary name for
plot labels NatLow NatHigh NatExtLow NatExtHigh

Restored area treatment Low restoration High restoration Low restoration High restoration
Extensive grassland

treatment No extensive grassland No extensive grassland Extensive grassland Extensive grassland

Extensive grass cover
restored (%) 0 0 5 10

Scrub cover restored
(%) 2.5 5 2.5 5

Natural forest cover
restored (%) 7.5 15 7.5 15

Total percentage altered 10 20 15 30

2.2. Landscape Performance Indicators

We modelled nine landscape performance indicators, including six indicators of
ecosystem services, two indicators of bird conservation, and one indicator of agricultural
profitability. The outcomes of multifunctionality assessments are sensitive to the selection
of indicators used [60]. Indicator selection can be challenging for virtual landscapes be-
cause, as hypothetical constructs, they lack a societal and economic context with which to
inform the prioritisation [26]. We developed nine indicators of landscape performance, a
greater number than typically analysed in multifunctionality analyses [60]. We situated
our virtual landscapes within Aotearoa, New Zealand, and selected indicators known to
be important within the country, using methods that have been previously used in the
country (see specific Sections 2.2.1–2.2.8 below). Moreover, our indicators were associated
with different types of models that responded in contrasting ways to landscape spatial
configuration and were, therefore, expected to be sensitive to alternative landscape restora-
tion strategies [26,61]. We included three indicators based on look-up tables which may be
expected to show no effect of spatial landscape configuration (carbon stocks, greenhouse
gas emissions, agricultural profitability), two indicators based on models that incorporate
topographic relationships (erosion, nutrient retention), two indicators based on models
that incorporate spatial dependencies such as supply–demand proximity (pollination) and
patch size (recreation), and two indicators where spatial connectivity between landscape
patches is explicitly modelled (habitat suitability for two New Zealand indigenous bird
species: brown kiwi Apteryx mantelli and kererū Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae). We modelled
potential supply capacity for these indicators parameterised with New Zealand data (Sup-
plementary Table S1), using the methods from our previous analysis of virtual landscape
ecosystem services [26]. A concise summary of the methods is provided here, with further
details found in the references listed.

2.2.1. Carbon Stocks

The carbon stocks model is a look-up table relating the land cover type of each pixel
to an estimated value of carbon stocks used in carbon accounting schemes [62–64]. The
landscape level performance of this indicator was quantified as the landscape sum of
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carbon stocks across all pixels in each landscape. This indicator is a measure of positive
societal impact.

2.2.2. Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Likewise, the greenhouse gas emission model is a look-up table relating the land
cover value of each pixel in the landscape to an estimated annual value of greenhouse gas
emissions. Values were based on crop/land cover and animal type-based emission values
from Thomas et al. [64] and were recategorised into the land use categories used in the
virtual landscapes. The landscape level performance of this indicator was quantified as
the landscape sum of greenhouse gas emissions across all pixels in each landscape. This
indicator is a measure of negative societal impact.

2.2.3. Erosion

We implemented a derivation of the Universal Soil Loss Equation model for New
Zealand, which estimates the mean annual erosion rate due to surficial processes [65]. The
NZUSLE model is the product of precipitation, slope gradient and slope length factors, a
soil factor, and a vegetation factor, which were parameterised based on the topographic
model for each landscape and based on assumptions about the soil erosion factor and
precipitation rates [26]. The vegetation factor was parameterised for the land cover types
based on expert assessment of the relative ability of each land cover to retain surface soil
particles (Supplementary Table S1). This indicator is a measure of negative societal impact.

2.2.4. Nitrogen Retention

Nitrogen retention was modelled using the nutrient delivery ratio model (NDR) of
the InVEST ecosystem service modelling software version 3.8.9 [66], implemented through
the rinvest package for R [67]. This model applied a mass balance approach to simulate
nutrient movements due to surface flow, representing the long-term, steady-state flow
of nutrients. Sources of nutrients across the landscape and nutrient transport rates were
determined for each land cover [26]. The landscape level performance for this indicator
was quantified as the proportion of landscape nitrogen retained across all pixels in each
landscape. This indicator is a measure of positive societal impact.

2.2.5. Crop Pollination

The pollination model defined land covers based on their capacity to provide habitat
for pollinators and on their requirement for pollination. We assumed that pollinators could
provide pollination services to a location if it is within 500 m of a land cover type that
provides a medium- or high-quality pollinator habitat, as defined by literature review [26].
As scrub is both pollinator-requiring and high-quality pollinator habitat, this land cover is
always pollinated by default. The landscape level performance of this indicator was thus
quantified as the proportion of the horticultural land cover that was supplied by pollination
services. This indicator is a measure of positive societal impact.

2.2.6. Recreation

We quantified relative landscape attractiveness using a recreation opportunity spec-
trum approach [68]. The recreation model comprises 3 components of landscape attractive-
ness that are summed to provide a compound final raster of overall landscape attractiveness.
The first component is the proximity (within 500 m) to a watercourse, with areas proximal
to watercourses defined as attractive for recreation (score = 1), while the remainder of
the landscape is classified as 0. The second component classifies areas located in elevated
areas of the landscape (hills, ridges) as being attractive for recreation. Elevated areas were
identified using a topographical position index following the approach of Lavorel et al. [26].
Elevated pixels were given a score of 1, and non-elevated pixels had a score of 0. The third
component weights each pixel depending on the relative attractiveness of its land cover
and the size of patch of that land cover. Land covers such as native forests are considered
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more attractive for recreation [69], and larger contiguous areas of any given land cover
are considered more attractive for recreation than small areas of that land cover. Each
pixel was assigned a subjective recreation attractiveness score according to its land cover
(Supplementary Table S1). We calculated the proportion of the landscape occupied by each
patch and multiplied the land cover attractiveness score of each pixel by the proportional
size of the patch in which the pixel is found. Patch sizes up to 250 ha were considered
to have linearly increasing positive impacts on attractiveness [26], with patches larger
than 250 ha assumed to have no additional increase in attractiveness. Finally, the mean
of the three components of landscape recreation attractiveness was taken to provide a
summary score of relative recreation attractiveness [26]. This indicator is a measure of
positive societal impact.

2.2.7. Bird Habitat Suitability

Biodiversity is an important attribute supported by landscapes [16,18]. Comprehen-
sive assessment of biodiversity is multi-faceted and rarely achieved, so instead, analyses
typically use indicator taxa or individual species of particular conservation interest [70,71].
We modelled the relative habitat suitability for two New Zealand indigenous bird species of
significant conservation interest, the brown kiwi (Apteryx mantelli) and kererū (Hemiphaga
novaeseelandiae), following a simplified version of a previously published method [72].
Areas of suitable land covers for each species were identified using the suitability look-
up table provided in the Zhang et al. study, and interconnected patches larger than the
minimum suitable area were analysed using the lconnect r package [73]. We assumed that
brown kiwi required a minimum patch size of 2.03 ha and kererū a minimum patch size of
20 ha [72]. Patch connections were quantified using the maximum travel distance for each
species: 337 m for brown kiwi and 4620 m for kererū [72]. The landscape level performance
of these indicators was quantified as the proportion of the total landscape area that was
defined as connected patches of suitable habitat for each species. The bird habitat suitability
indicators are measures of positive impact.

2.2.8. Agricultural Production Profit

The profit from agricultural production was extracted from a look-up table relating
land cover type to average profitability values for each land use from Thomas et al. [64].
Profitability was assigned using dairy farming as a model for intensive grassland, sheep/beef
farming as a model for extensive grassland, kiwifruit as a model for crops/horticulture,
manuka honey as a model for shrubland, and pine forestry as a model for exotic forest.
This indicator is a measure of positive societal impact.

2.3. Data Analysis
2.3.1. Landscape Configuration Indices

We used two landscape pattern indicators to describe differences in landscape config-
uration caused by the restoration treatments: the mean patch size, which is an indicator
of the size of homogenous habitat patches, and the aggregation index, which is an indi-
cator of the degree to which adjacent parts of the landscape are of the same land cover
type [74,75]. Mean patch size was calculated for the overall landscape average and for each
land cover class individually. Mean patch size and aggregation indices were calculated for
each landscape realisation using the landscapemetrics R package [75].

2.3.2. Landscape Performance

We analysed the performance of each landscape realisation through whole-of-landscape
performance based on ecosystem and biodiversity indicators outlined above. The overall
multifunctionality of the landscapes with respect to the nine indicators was quantified
using two metrics. The first metric was the mean of the scaled and normalised scores for
the nine indicators, following the definition of multifunctionality as the average or sum
of all ecosystem service scores provided by a landscape [60]. The mean landscape-scale
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performance score indicates whether a landscape is providing a high overall level of multi-
functionality. However, this index can be biased towards one particular ecosystem service
with very high scores in some landscapes. To address this issue and also characterise the
extent to which a landscape provides multiple services in a balanced manner, we quantified
the evenness (Pielou’s J) of the scaled and normalised scores for the nine indicators [26]. To
quantify the contributions of each land cover type to the overall landscape mean scaled
score in different realisations, we quantified the average multifunctionality of each land
cover type separately. This was achieved by overlaying the land cover map with the map
of the mean scaled score values and taking the mean score present in each land cover type.
For calculation of multifunctionality indices and dissimilarity, we rescaled and normalised
each landscape performance indicator to give values between zero (indicating the lowest
performance) and one (indicating the best performance) [26]. Indicators of positive societal
impact were normalised by scaling linearly between the minimum and maximum value
found across all landscape realisations. The scaled version of indicator x was calculated as

xscaled =
x − min(x)

(max(x)− min(x))

where x is the vector of landscape-scale performance indicators. Indicators of negative
societal impact (i.e., the soil erosion and greenhouse gas emissions performance indicators)
were further rescaled by subtraction from one to give an indicator for which better societal
impacts were represented by higher scores [26].

2.3.3. Data Analysis

The multidimensional landscape performance across the nine indicators was analysed
using non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) of the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrix,
calculated from the normalised and scaled indicator scores. NMDS allowed us to visualise
the relative dissimilarity of individual landscapes in terms of their overall performance. The
statistical significance of dissimilarities between the treatment groups was analysed using
permutational multivariate analysis of variance using distance matrices, implemented using
the vegan R package, with the distance matrix calculated from the scaled and normalised
performance scores using Bray–Curtis dissimilarity. Statistical analyses of dissimilarity
between the treatment combinations were analysed using multivariate analysis of variance.

Differences between restoration scenarios were analysed for each of the performance
indicators, and multifunctionality indices were implemented using linear mixed-effects
regression models using the lme4 R package [76]. For each regression, we included three
categorical fixed-effect variables: the natural woody vegetation restoration treatment, the
inclusion of extensive grassland restoration, and the configuration. We estimated all two-
way interaction effects between these explanatory categorical variables and included the
identity of the baseline realisation as a random effect to group the restoration realisations
based on their shared topography, river network, and baseline land cover. We used the
lmerTest R package to estimate the significance of effects in the regression models [77],
although caution is needed in the interpretation of statistical significance in this context
due to ongoing debate about assessing significance in linear mixed-effects models [78] and
because due to the simulation nature of this study, the sample size is arbitrary [50].

3. Results
3.1. Landscape Configuration

The restored landscape realisations had significantly lower mean patch sizes than the
baseline realisations (Supplementary Figure S1), largely due to the fragmentation of the large
areas of intensive grassland, cropland, and forest plantation (Supplementary Figures S2–S7;
Supplementary Table S2). The block spatial configuration logically resulted in the largest
mean patch sizes across all land covers, followed by the contiguous configuration
(Supplementary Figures S2–S7). Along with the overall reduction in whole-landscape
mean patch size caused by restoration, the mean patch size for natural forest increased
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for the larger total restored area treatment and in restoration realisations with no ex-
tensive grassland restoration (Supplementary Figure S7, Supplementary Table S2). The
mean patch size for scrub was substantially smaller with extensive grassland restoration
(Supplementary Figure S5, Supplementary Table S2). The mean patch size for extensive
grassland declined under treatments with extensive grassland restoration
(Supplementary Figure S4, Supplementary Table S2). The aggregation index results for the
entire landscape were similar to the overall mean patch size (Supplementary Figure S8).

3.2. Ecosystem Service and Biodiversity Indicator Performance

The ecosystem service and biodiversity provision of the restored landscapes was sub-
stantially different from the baseline intensive landscapes across all services (Figure 2). All
treatment combinations were significantly dissimilar from each other (F = 456.8, p < 0.001;
all pairwise comparisons shown in Supplementary Table S3). The restored treatments were
largely separated depending on the area of habitat restored, with smaller differences ac-
counted for by the configuration and inclusion of extensive grassland restoration (Figure 2).
To ensure that the ordination axes were not overwhelmingly influenced by the difference
between the baseline and restored realisations, we performed a second non-metric multidi-
mensional scaling using only the restored landscape realisations, finding a similar pattern
(Supplementary Figure S9).
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Figure 2. Non-metric dimensional scaling of the dissimilarity matrix of scaled landscape performance
indicators. Bold text indicates variable scores for landscape performance indicators in the dissimilarity
space. Points indicate observation scores of each simulated landscape, with treatment groups
indicated by colouration and shape.

All restored realisations improved upon the baseline for all ecosystem service and biodi-
versity indicators except for agricultural profit (Table 2, Supplementary Figures S10–S18). As
expected, agricultural profit declined by about 10–35% from the baseline, with a larger
area restored and restoration of extensive grassland having significantly negative effects
(Table 2, Supplementary Figure S18). For all indicators except profit, restoring a larger
area resulted in a significantly greater positive impact (Supplementary Figures S10–S18).
For most indicators, the addition of extensive grassland restoration significantly improved
performance, except in the cases of carbon stock (which showed a minor but statistically sig-
nificant reduction) and habitat quality for kererū (Table 2, Supplementary Figures S10–S18).
The carbon stock, greenhouse gas emission, and profit indicators showed variation be-
tween configuration treatments (Table 2) despite the fact that these indicators were mod-
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elled using simple look-up tables that included no adjacency or spatial mechanisms
(Supplementary Figure S10). This pattern occurred because the configuration strategies
differentially replaced the human-dominated land cover types. For example, the con-
tiguous strategy had the lowest landscape carbon stock because it focused restoration on
higher-elevation areas closer to existing natural ecosystems, thus leaving a greater area
of horticulture, which is found at lower elevations and has a lower carbon stock. All
other indicators showed significant differences in performance between the configuration
treatments and significant interactions between the configuration and the restored area
(Table 2). Most indicators showed significant interactions between the restored area and
the addition of extensive grassland, as well as configuration and addition of extensive
grassland (Table 2).

Table 2. Linear mixed-effects regression model tables for direct and interaction effects between
restoration treatments and individual indicators. For each table row, the regression coefficient
estimate is given with the standard error below.

Dependent Variable:

Carbon GHG Erosion Nitrogen
Retention Pollination Recreation Kiwi Kereru Profit

Contiguous −0.046 *** 0.004 −0.002 0.143 *** 0.193 *** −0.124 *** −0.218 *** −0.067 *** 0.267 ***
−0.005 −0.005 −0.004 −0.005 −0.006 −0.003 −0.018 −0.008 −0.007

Random 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.440 *** 0.771 *** −0.315 *** −0.296 *** −0.040 *** −0.009
−0.005 −0.005 −0.004 −0.005 −0.006 −0.003 −0.018 −0.008 −0.007

No extensive
grassland 0.051 *** −0.262 *** −0.168 *** −0.110 *** −0.016 *** −0.078 *** −0.091 *** 0.140 *** 0.261 ***

−0.005 −0.004 −0.004 −0.005 −0.006 −0.003 −0.017 −0.007 −0.007
Low
restoration −0.409 *** −0.446 *** −0.263 *** −0.127 *** −0.024 *** −0.382 *** −0.330 *** −0.310 *** 0.419 ***

−0.005 −0.004 −0.004 −0.005 −0.006 −0.003 −0.017 −0.007 −0.007
Contiguous:
No extensive 0.006 −0.002 −0.003 0.008 −0.038 *** 0.009 ** 0.006 0.014 −0.055 ***

−0.006 −0.005 −0.005 −0.006 −0.007 −0.004 −0.021 −0.009 −0.009
Random: No
extensive −0.011 * −0.006 −0.009 * −0.066 *** −0.163 *** 0.089 *** 0.029 0.005 0.021 **

−0.006 −0.005 −0.005 −0.006 −0.007 −0.004 −0.021 −0.009 −0.009
Contiguous:
Low
restoration

0.020 *** −0.002 0.002 −0.043 *** −0.055 *** 0.002 0.065 *** 0.020 ** −0.121 ***

−0.006 −0.005 −0.005 −0.006 −0.007 −0.004 −0.021 −0.009 −0.009
Random:
Low
restoration

−0.003 −0.002 −0.0004 −0.190 *** −0.244 *** 0.074 *** 0.130 *** 0.004 0.003

−0.006 −0.005 −0.005 −0.006 −0.007 −0.004 −0.021 −0.009 −0.009
No extensive:
Low
restoration

−0.026 *** 0.131 *** 0.083 *** 0.064 *** 0.008 0.041 *** 0.081 *** −0.068 *** −0.120 ***

−0.005 −0.004 −0.004 −0.005 −0.006 −0.003 −0.017 −0.007 −0.007
Constant 0.830 *** 0.902 *** 0.800 *** 0.437 *** 0.164 *** 0.853 *** 0.592 *** 0.681 *** 0.144 ***

−0.004 −0.004 −0.015 −0.008 −0.006 −0.008 −0.015 −0.006 −0.006

Observations 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600
Log
likelihood 1203.434 1268.990 1191.685 1149.200 1051.965 1354.217 448.540 955.304 988.003

Akaike Inf.
Crit. −2382.867 −2513.981 −2359.371 −2274.400 −2079.930 −2684.435 −873.080 −1886.608 −1952.006

Bayesian Inf.
Crit. −2330.104 −2461.218 −2306.607 −2221.637 −2027.167 −2631.671 −820.317 −1833.845 −1899.24

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.

3.3. Multifunctionality

Consistent with the increase across ecosystem and biodiversity indicators, the mean
scaled score was higher in the restored realisations than the baseline (Figure 3). The restored
area had the largest impact on the mean scaled score, with the larger restored area treatment
resulting in a significantly higher mean scaled score (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S4).
The addition of extensive grassland restoration significantly increased the mean scaled
score, with a nonlinear greater positive effect of adding extensive grassland with a larger
total area restored (significant interaction) (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S4). The three
configuration treatments had significantly different impacts on the mean scaled score, with
the random configuration giving the greatest values and the block configuration resulting
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in the lowest values (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S4). There were significant interactions
between configuration and the restored area and the addition of extensive grassland, with
greater differences between the configuration treatments under larger restored area realisations
and with the addition of extensive grassland (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S4).
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Evenness in indicator provision was higher in the restored realisations than the base-
line but was generally similar across the restoration treatments (Figure 4, Supplementary
Table S4). There were significant interactions between all variables that caused changes in
the most even configuration; the random configuration provided greater evenness with
extensive grassland, including when the smaller area was restored, while the contiguous
configuration provided greater evenness under the low restored area treatment when
extensive grassland was excluded (Figure 4, Supplementary Table S4).
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Figure 4. Evenness in scaled landscape performance indicators across baseline and restored virtual
landscapes. Box and whisker plots show the median (bold line), interquartile range (box), and
range within 1.5 × IQR (whiskers). NatLow = natural restoration low with no extensive grassland;
NatHigh = natural restoration high with no extensive grassland; NatExtLow = natural restoration low
with additional extensive grassland target; NatExtHigh = natural restoration high with additional
extensive grassland target.

The average mean scaled score provided by each land cover varied significantly
depending on the restored area, restoration of extensive grassland, and configuration
(Supplementary Figures S19–S24, Supplementary Table S5). The multifunctionality of each
land cover showed contrasting patterns for different land covers, reflecting the effects
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that the land cover types have in the underlying indicator models. For example, the
mean scaled score within cropland typically increased in the restoration realisations as
compared to the baseline and was highest in realisations with the random restoration
configuration (Supplementary Figure S19). This was largely driven by the pollination
indicator because a greater proportion of cropland is likely to be successfully pollinated
when the area of pollinator-supporting land covers is greater and when pollinator habitats
are distributed evenly across the landscape (Supplementary Figure S14). As another
example, the mean scaled score within the exotic forest increased in the restored realisations
and was highest in realisations with the block restoration configuration (Supplementary
Figure S23). This was largely driven by the kererū and kiwi biodiversity indicators, which
gave a greater connected area of suitable habitat when large blocks were restored, and
by the recreation indicator, which awards a higher recreational opportunity score to large
blocks of natural forest (Supplementary Figures S15–S18). Conversely, the mean scaled
score within scrub and extensive grassland declined in some restored realisations when
compared to the baseline (Supplementary Figures S21 and S22). This is due to the restored
patches being, on average, smaller than the baseline patches of these habitats, thus slightly
reducing the performance for the bird biodiversity and recreational opportunity indicators
(Supplementary Figures S4 and S5, Supplementary Table S2). The mean scaled score
provided by most land cover types was significantly different between the high and low
restored area treatments, indicating that their average multifunctionality is impacted by
the area restored (Supplementary Table S5). The mean scaled score was significantly higher
with greater restored area in the crop, intensive grassland, exotic forest, and natural forest
land cover types and was significantly lower in the extensive grasslands with greater
restored area (Supplementary Figures S19–S24, Supplementary Table S5).

4. Discussion
4.1. Interactions between Restoration Composition and Configuration

Our simulation is the first virtual landscape experiment to test the relative and com-
bined effects of different restoration strategies on ecosystem services, agricultural profit,
biodiversity, and multifunctionality within intensive production landscapes. We found sig-
nificant interaction effects between landscape configuration and the restored area for many
indicators, as well as for multifunctionality and evenness. The configuration of restoration
interventions not only directly impacted the outcomes but also modified the benefits of the
restored area, supporting the suggestion that restoration needs to be approached with an
understanding of whole landscape interactions and emergent properties [79]. Restoration
of intensive production landscapes must, therefore, consider not only the amount of natural
vegetation to restore but also the spatial arrangement of restoration interventions across the
landscape [16]. The spatial design of landscape conservation and restoration has previously
focused on biodiversity or species conservation outcomes, so it has generally recommended
approaches that extend and connect existing areas and result in larger patches of natu-
ral habitat [31–33,80]. Among our three restoration approaches, the block configuration
generally gave the largest connected areas of natural and semi-natural vegetation cover
and thus performed best for the biodiversity indicators (Supplementary Figures S16 and
S17). However, different spatial configurations benefited other ecosystem services—for
example, pollination and nitrogen retention performance were highest under the ran-
dom configuration realisations (Supplementary Figures S13 and S14). The random spatial
configuration scored highly for these indicators because of their reliance on adjacencies
between different land cover types; in the case of pollination, it scored high because crops
must be located within foraging distance from suitable pollinator habitats [26,81,82], and
in the case of nitrogen, it scored high retention because land covers with high retention
capacity must be located downstream of land covers with high nitrogen loads [66]. Thus,
depending on the prioritisation that restoration planners and stakeholders in a specific
landscape place on different ecosystem services and components of biodiversity, the best-
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performing spatial restoration configuration may vary, not just the best-performing land
cover composition [3,83].

The addition of extensive grassland restoration alongside natural forest and scrub
restoration generally provided a small increase in performance for the ecosystem service
and biodiversity indicators, with more substantial improvements for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and soil erosion. The benefits from restoring extensive grassland also de-
pended on configuration and on the total restored area, with greater benefits from block
or contiguous as compared to random restoration (Supplementary Figure S21). Extensive
grassland supports many ecosystem services and aspects of biodiversity, although typically
does not quite match the performance of natural forests [45]. However, extensive grassland
may play an important role in future landscape restoration due to its capacity to support
some ecosystem services [3,9] and enhance the benefits of natural woody vegetation. Fur-
thermore, extensive grassland may be a socially acceptable addition to restoring natural
forest and scrub because extensive grasslands can simultaneously provide pastoral graz-
ing for lower-intensity livestock, thus maintaining some economic production [3,18,84].
For landscapes where it is difficult to reach substantial coverage of natural forest, it may,
therefore, be possible to implement some extensive grassland restoration as a complement
to smaller natural forest restoration efforts. Furthermore, our simulations suggest that
strategic placement of extensive grassland adjacent to existing natural and semi-natural
vegetation or in large contiguous blocks may support higher multifunctionality within the
extensive grasslands themselves.

The restoration realisations performed differently for their overall landscape multi-
functionality, and these patterns were partly driven by differences in the mean scaled score
provided by different land covers (particularly natural forests). The overall mean scaled
score and mean scaled scores for crops, exotic forests, and natural forests increased under
the greater restored area treatments, indicating that more ambitious restoration strategies
can enhance the performance of land covers—thus providing gains in multifunctionality
additional to the effects of increasing restored area alone. The multifunctionality provided
at a specific location is influenced by the characteristics of its surroundings, and this context-
dependence is important when considering restoration planning at the sub-landscape scale.
In reality, restoration interventions will commonly develop from bottom–up initiatives by
individuals and groups and will therefore not be planned at the landscape scale to meet
specific land cover area and configuration objectives [29,30]. For bottom–up restoration of
natural forests, spatial targeting could help to maximise the benefit of restoring a fixed area
by matching the location to optimise adjacency and patch size benefits [85].

Designing a restoration scheme for an existing landscape is different from designing a
novel landscape because the baseline situation also impacts how proposed changes will
propagate. In our virtual landscapes, restoration configuration significantly altered the total
carbon stock and agricultural profit provided by a landscape because the configuration
strategies differentially replaced the human-dominated land cover types. When planning
the configuration of restoration interventions, it is therefore important to consider not only
the desirable spatial patterns for providing ecosystem services and supporting biodiversity
but also the interactions with existing land cover for decision-making [86,87].

Restoring natural woody vegetation and extensive grassland has an economic cost,
notably the opportunity cost associated with converting productive agricultural land (de
Souza et al. 2021). Correspondingly, in our simulation, the profit from agricultural produc-
tion was substantially reduced across all restored scenarios due to the conversion of highly
profitable crops and intensive grassland to less profitable land covers (Supplementary
Figure S18). It is established that landscape-scale ecological restoration will have negative
impacts on agricultural production, but these impacts may be compensated at the level of
individual landowners by government subsidies or through profits from non-agricultural
land uses such as carbon trading or tourism [41]. We did not model income from these
ecosystem services in this case due to uncertainties about the potential for tourism in our
virtual landscapes and the New Zealand carbon price. However, there is potential that at
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least some of the lost agricultural production in restored landscapes may be offset through
alternative economic mechanisms.

4.2. Virtual Landscapes as a Tool for Informing Restoration Principles

Virtual landscape simulations provide a generalising perspective and have previously
been used to explore how variation in landscape characteristics, such as composition,
patch size, and heterogeneity, impact ecosystem service provision and multifunctional-
ity [26,50,51]. Our results demonstrate the additional value of virtual landscape simulations
in exploring interactions between different landscape characteristics—in this case, how
restoration strategies interact and combine to impact the landscape performance of restored
intensive production landscapes. The virtual landscape approach allowed us to generate
combinations of different restoration strategies with controlled characteristics and replicate
these restoration strategies across landscapes that conformed precisely to the same land-
scape generation rules (the replicates had distinct but highly similar topographic types,
land covers, and configurations). The ability to precisely control these variables is unique
to virtual landscapes and could not have been achieved by comparing or manipulating real
landscapes. Through the virtual landscape approach, we first described how individual
indicators responded to interactions between different restoration treatments and anal-
ysed how these differing responses gave rise to emergent patterns in multifunctionality
and evenness. This mechanistic understanding will be critical to developing restoration
templates and strategies that lead to climate-smart outcomes [26,88].

Restoration of landscapes is a complex process involving numerous human decisions
made by a diverse network of stakeholders with different interests and priorities [27,28,89].
Furthermore, restoration does not happen instantaneously but develops along pathways
that can be unpredictable and liable to change over time with changing societal conditions
and external pressures [90]. Our simulation to set restoration targets implicitly assumes
that it will be possible to establish natural woody vegetation and extensive grassland
ecosystems and that the restored ecosystems will have an equivalent ecosystem service
performance to their counterparts present in the baseline landscapes. However, challenges
in establishing trees mean that the eventual land cover may differ from the restoration
plan, and restored ecosystems commonly do not match their undisturbed counterparts
in supporting ecosystem services [27,36,50]. Representing the socio-ecological nature
of landscapes and their temporal dynamism requires a more detailed representation of
people within virtual landscape models. Our generation of virtual landscapes innovated
upon previous work by implementing a binary space partitioning method to represent
the grid patterns of land use that commonly develop in human-dominated parts of the
landscape [52], and this grid pattern represented human land ownership and decision-
making when generating the restored realisations. To further represent the complexity
of human decision-making within virtual landscapes, agent-based models or Bayesian
networks could be used to represent the dynamic nature of land use change decisions in
response to objectives or changing external drivers [87,91,92].

4.3. Towards General Guidelines for Restoring Landscapes

Restoring natural forest, scrub, and extensive grassland in intensive production land-
scapes restored multifunctionality and provided a more even suite of benefits, further
enhanced by restoring larger areas. Most of the variation in multifunctionality was ex-
plained by the area of land restored, with additional extensive grassland restoration having
a small but significant enhancement effect. The random spatial configuration provided the
greatest multifunctionality. These findings are consistent with previous research and policy
guidelines for the required area of native woody cover restoration, which has generally
recommended a template of around 30% cover [6,16–20]. Furthermore, our findings sup-
port the argument that extensive grassland restoration can enhance the effects of forest
restoration [3,9,18].
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In contrast, the recommendation to target restoration interventions so that they are scat-
tered across the landscape runs against prevailing advice to extend and connect existing habitat
fragments areas and provide large patches of connected natural ecosystems [31–33,80]. This
recommendation may also not match the realities of land use decisions, where it may
be more feasible to alter marginal production land, which may be spatially clustered, or
encourage interventions through social networks located in some regions [40,93]. As an
alternative to following one of our idealised configuration strategies uniformly, it may be
more feasible to combine these approaches to varying degrees across a landscape. This
approach would provide heterogeneity in patch sizes and connectivity across the land-
scape, potentially allowing greater multifunctionality by segregating different functions in
contrasting sub-regions [16,51]. Alternatively, it may be beneficial to follow a restoration
strategy that directly targets increasing ecological connectivity across a landscape, for
example, through implementing green infrastructure corridors that link natural habitats or
woody vegetation fragments [94].

Our restoration planning recommendations may require modification to specific con-
texts and locations despite the virtual landscape approach aimed at identifying gener-
alisable patterns. Our virtual landscapes were based on those found in Aotearoa, New
Zealand, yet in intensive agriculture landscapes around the world, different vegetation
types exist, and the parameterisation of the ecosystem service models may be different.
Multifunctionality scores are influenced by the selection and importance weighting of the
individual component indicators [60,95]. Our indicators were selected to represent key
ecosystem services and elements of biodiversity that are considered important in inten-
sive production landscapes in Aotearoa, New Zealand, but represent different types of
benefits to human well-being and a combination of spatially sensitive and spatially insensi-
tive models [26]. Furthermore, our indicators include many of those that are considered
important in intensive production landscapes around the world [96,97]. Perhaps more
critical than the selection of indicators is the relative importance that stakeholders place
upon them in a particular landscape [83]. For our virtual landscapes, we assumed that all
indicators have an equal importance in contributing to multifunctionality and that this was
scaled against the range of provisions encountered across all realisations. In reality, some
indicators will be prioritised above others, and stakeholders may consider that sufficient
functionality is provided at different levels [60]. The weighting and thresholding of the
indicators will influence the multifunctionality and evenness performance and, in turn,
the effects of restoration. For example, if biodiversity is of key importance to stakehold-
ers, the biodiversity indicators may receive a stronger weighting, which may result in
multifunctionality being favoured by the contiguous or block configurations. To apply
these templates when designing restoration strategies for real landscapes, it is therefore
important to include participatory processes and further modelling to tailor the design to
local specificities [98,99].

5. Conclusions

Restoring multifunctionality to intensive production landscapes is challenging due
to their inherent socio-ecological complexity and conflicting pressures and drivers. In
this study, abstracting some complexities through virtual landscape modelling helped
quantify the relative performance of different restoration strategies if pursued in isolation,
as well as their combined nonlinear effects. We found that restoring natural vegetation
cover to intensive production landscapes can enhance biodiversity, ecosystem services
and multifunctionality. Restoring a larger area of the landscape provided greater over-
all multifunctionality and enhanced the multifunctional contributions of natural forests.
Furthermore, the restoration of extensive grassland enhanced the return on efforts from
restoring the same area of natural forest and scrub, which may provide a socially ac-
ceptable pathway to supplementing woody restoration. It is critical to target the spatial
configuration of restoration to the desired ecosystem service or biodiversity outcomes, as
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different spatial configurations modify the impacts of the area restored and the addition of
extensive grassland.
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